
Dear SchoolTaggers, 

 

'Tis the season to be TAGsome! The Street Tag team is 

thrilled to announce that the Christmas 2023 Must-Haves 

have officially landed, and we can't contain our 

excitement! 

 

Dive into the Christmas spirit by exploring our full range 

of activities at The Christmas Collection At Street Tag! 

Click here to embark on a holiday adventure:  

 

https://streettag.co.uk/blog/2023-street-tags-6-fun-

christmas-activities-for-you-to-earn-huge-bonus-points 

 

But that's not all! We believe in rewarding brilliant behaviour and fostering healthy, active 

habits in our young players.  

 

For every PEcode redeemed, players can earn a whopping 1000 points, giving them even 

more reasons to be active and TAGsome during this festive season. Follow these simple 

steps to unlock the magic: 

 

• Open the Street Tag app. 

• Navigate to the main menu -> Playground. 

• Click on the PEcode option. 

• Enter the code to redeem. 

• Press "Earn Street Tag Points." 

 

Remember, a PEcode can be redeemed once, so make it count! 

 

FestiveActive_KHYD 

FestiveActive_WWOK 

FestiveActive_UVAJ 

FestiveActive_YVBL 

FestiveActive_ITDF 

FestiveActive_GFNZ 

FestiveActive_OKDM 

FestiveActive_JIVG 

FestiveActive_RAZT 

FestiveActive_TZIK 

FestiveActive_AAKE 
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FestiveActive_RGOP 

FestiveActive_YABI 

FestiveActive_ZOZT 

FestiveActive_RBVB 

FestiveActive_OFGV 

FestiveActive_OFAR 

FestiveActive_OCKU 

FestiveActive_ULPB 

FestiveActive_HPCI 

 

Let's make this Christmas unforgettable, filled with laughter, joy, and endless Street Tag 

adventures! 

 

Wishing you and your loved ones a magical holiday season, 

MJ 

Meenakshi Jain 

Co-founder, Operations Manager 

Street Tag 

www.streettag.co.uk 
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1.  Exciting Announcement! 
 
We're thrilled to share some fantastic news: We've 
officially joined Street Tag! Now, we want YOU to be 
part of our journey as we aim to reach the top of the 
leaderboard and bring rewards home for our school. 
 
Join in on the fun, and let's make our mark together! 

 

http://www.streettag.co.uk/


2.  Support us in our journey to claim the coveted top spot 
on the Street Tag leaderboard by downloading the 
Street Tag app and initiating your point and tag 
collection today through walking, running, or cycling. 

 

3.   Boost your Street Tag points threefold with the 
incredible Power Hour feature! Simply choose your 
preferred 60-minute burst from the Power Hour section 
on the app's main menu, and join us in our ascent up 
the leaderboard! 

 

4.  Let's maintain the momentum! When you're out for a 
walk and prefer not to constantly take out your phone 
to collect tags, simply follow these steps: Navigate to 
the menu, access settings, and activate the "Scan in 
Background" mode. 

 

5.  Elevate your Street Tag game with the ultimate 
BOOST!  
 
Rev up your day with the Power Hour on the Street 
Tag app! Triple your points by walking, cycling, or 
running to collect virtual tags during YOUR chosen 
hour of power! 
 
What's the deal? 
 
Flexible timing, your choice! 
Triple points per tag! 
Schedule it just 15 minutes in advance!  



 
Get ready to tag, score, and dominate like never 
before! 

6.  Step up your game with Street Tag Points! Whether 
you're working out indoors or exploring the great 
outdoors, every step counts. Use our app with Fitbit, 
Apple Watch, Garmin, or the inbuilt pedometer, or 
simply upload step screenshots to rack up those 
points! Let's turn those strides into rewards! 

 

7.  Turning Steps into Street Tag Points! Whether you're 
strolling through the park or hitting the gym, your steps 
count! Use our app with Fitbit, Apple Watch, Garmin, 
or inbuilt pedometer, or share screenshots to convert 
your activity into street tag points. Let's get tagging 
and make every step count! 

 

8.  Discover the Power of Poly Tags in Street Tag! Keep 
your eyes peeled for these gems because they pack a 
punch in points rewards! Poly Tags are virtual real 
estate assets like houses, hotels, playgrounds, and 
more, brought to life in Augmented Reality (AR) 
through the Street Tag app. 

 

9.  Stay in the loop with Street Tag HQ! Get the latest 
updates, important announcements, and exciting 
opportunities right here on our message board. Don't 
miss out - turn on notifications and keep an eye on this 
space for all things Street Tag! 

 



10.  Make an impact, and earn rewards! Help us measure 
our reach and growth by completing a quick survey in 
the app. Get 2000 points instantly! Simply open your 
app menu, click on "Get Free Points," and fill in your 
Postcode, DOB, and the Equality questionnaire. Let's 
grow together! 

 

 


